Welcome to Space Center Houston!

Galaxy Lights is the most interactive and technologically advanced light display in Texas.

For those who may have sensory sensitivities or other disabilities that may be impacted by this dynamic and immersive light show, this guide will help you prepare for any accessibility considerations.
Come on in!

This event is an indoor and outdoor experience where you get to explore and discover giant planets, stars, holiday decor and more alongside artifacts like our SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket and shuttle carrier aircraft NASA 905 in Independence Plaza.

Time to blast off!

SPACE CENTER HOUSTON
Sensory Map

- Touch
- Sight
- Taste
- Smell
- Hearing

Yellow indicates areas of major lights attraction.
Possible wait to get in

- Large holiday tree with tree lights: **Low Impact**
- Holiday Music: **Medium volume impact**

Main Plaza: Kinetic Light Show

- Audio & visual during show: **High Impact**
- Holiday music: **High Impact**
- Bright colorful lights with rapid movement and changing colors that may appear bright: **Very High Impact**
Main Plaza: Light Show Interlude

Audio & visual: **Low Impact**

Holiday music: **Medium Impact**

Subdued, changing colorful lights with slower movement: **Medium Impact**

Mission Briefing Center

Celebrate Light - A Live Show!

Images on screen: **Low Impact**

Presenter on microphone: **Low Impact**

Presentation Music: **Medium Impact**
Tram Boarding Hallway

Doors opening and closing to the outside may cause changes in temperature.

- Large inflatable planets hanging: **Low Impact**
- Laser Harp: **Medium music and visual impact**

Light Path

Outside temperatures will vary

- Music: **Low Impact**
- Brightly lit installations: **Medium Impact**
Deep Space Backyard

Crystal Fireworks with brightly lit visual movement and music: **Medium to High Impact**

Please see Sensory Map for alternate route to avoid this area.

Light Tunnel

Low to Medium Impact

Static lights with some twinkling lights: **Low Impact**
S'more Pit

Outside temperatures will vary

- Holiday Music: Medium Impact
- 5 Open fire pits: Low Impact

Light Pods

- Holiday Music: Medium Impact
- Light pods that change color with interaction: Low to Medium Impact
- Small pods to move on if balance is a concern
Falcon IX Rocket Plaza

Audio: Low Impact

Calm lighting: Low Impact

Good place to rest if overstimulated

Rocket Display

Many brightly lit installations to pose with: Medium Impact

Holiday Music: Medium Impact

Rocket display emits low levels of fog intermittently: Low Impact
Geometric Tunnel

Many brightly lit installations to pose with: **Medium Impact**

Holiday Music: **Medium Impact**

Tunnel has slow, changing light imagery: **Low to Medium Impact**

Destiny Theater: Holidays in Space

Theater style seating: **Wheelchair Accessible and armrest can raise and lower.**

**Closed Captions provided.**

Theater volume: **Medium Impact**

Movie includes some disorienting view of Earth from space
Best areas to sit or escape sensory impact

The Food Lab
• Ample seating
• Family restrooms

Quiet Room & Sensory Bags
Please see a Crew Member if you would like to use this room or want to borrow one of our Sensory Bags!

Inside Front Entrance
• Benches can be found in the Main plaza and in other various exhibit locations.